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Abstract
Quantumoptics based on highly excited atoms, also known as Rydberg atoms, has cemented itself as a
powerful platform for themanipulation of light at the few-photon level. The Rydberg blockade,
resulting from the strong interaction between individual Rydberg atoms, can turn a large ensemble of
atoms into a systemwhich collectively resembles a single two-level emitter, a so-called Rydberg
superatom. The coupling of this artificial emitter to a driving photonicmode is collectively enhanced
byRydberg interactions, enabling strong coherent coupling at the few-photon level in free-space. The
exquisite level of control achievable through this has already demonstrated its utility in applications of
quantum computing and information processing. Here, we review the derivation of the collective
coupling between a Rydberg superatom and a single lightmode and discuss the similarity of this free-
space setup towaveguide quantumelectrodynamics systems of quantumemitters coupled to photonic
waveguides.We also briefly review applications of Rydberg superatoms to quantumoptics such as
single-photon generation and single-photon subtraction.

1. Introduction

Anon-linear opticalmedium can be understood as having an index of refractionwhich depends on the intensity
of incoming light [1].When the nonlinearlity is strong enough to be significant at the few-photon level such
media can be used to selectively control light based on the number of photonswithin it enabling the preparation
of non-classical states of light [2, 3] and the implementation of optical quantum gates [4]. There are several
strategies actively being pursued [5] to achieve the few-photon level of optical nonlinearity. These strategies
ranges from cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) [6]with single quantum emitters, where the coupling is
enhanced by the repeated interaction of single photonswith the emitter, to systemswheremany quantum
emitters collectivelymodify the single photon transmission [7, 8]. The focus of this paper is to discuss a type
nonlinear opticalmedia based on atoms in highly excited atomic states, also known as Rydberg atomswhere, as
it will be shown in this review, the collective nature of an excitation can result in a directed emissionwhich can be
directly understood as awaveguideQED system.

Atoms inRydberg states have several properties [9, 10]which are significantly different from ground-state
atoms and are relevant for quantumoptics. As the principal quantumnumber n increases, the expected value of
the atomic radius grows as á ñ ~r n2 such that for sufficiently large n even several atoms canfit inside the
wavefunction of the Rydberg electron [11]. A very consequential scaling is that of the transition dipolemoments.
For instance, the scaling of the transition dipolemoment from the ground state to a Rydberg state is
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á ñ ~ -nl er g n 3 2∣ ∣ results in a significantly increased radiative lifetime τ scaling as τ∼ n3. On the other hand, the
transition dipolemoment between adjacent Rydberg states scales as á ¢ñ ~nl er nl n2∣ ∣ . As a result, and taking into
account that the scaling of the level spacing between adjacent states isΔEadj∼ n−3, it is straightforward tofind
through a second-order perturbation calculation that atomic polarizability scales asα∼ n7. This outcome is
expected because awavefunction that ismore spread out has less binding energy than awavefunction that is
tightly localized around the nucleus. Hence, the impact of an external electricfield ismore pronounced for
higher values of n. Finally, even though atoms in a Rydberg state |nl〉 have zero dipolemoment, two atomsmay
interact via a second-order effect of dipole-dipole interaction [12, 13] resulting in a van derWaals interaction of
the formV(R)= C6/R

6 for whichC6∼ n11.
Among themany fascinating aspects of highly excited Rydberg states [9, 14, 15], one feature that has emerged

as a key concept for quantum information and simulation is the Rydberg blockade.When a laser drives an
ensemble of atoms towards a Rydberg state, the strong interaction between them leads to the Rydberg blockade
phenomenon. Thismeans that within a certain distance, known as the Rydberg blockade length, from afirst
Rydberg atom, the excitation of a second or subsequent atoms is prevented [16]. TheRydberg blockade has been
observed in ultracold atomic systems in the frozenRydberg-gas regime [17, 18], both in bulk ensembles [19–29]
and in small systems supporting only a single excitation [30–33]. Also, experiments to probe Rydberg interaction
effects in room-temperature thermal vapors have been carried out [34–36].

The Rydberg blockademechanismhas been exploited to realize atomic two-qubit gates [37–40], achieving
fidelities�0.991(4) [41] using alkaline-earth atoms, as basic components of large-scale neutral atomquantum
registers [42, 43]. In combinationwith single-layer optical lattices [44–46] or configurable single-atom tweezer
arrays [47–55], Rydberg blockade enables the quantum simulation of large interacting spin systems [56–64],
innovative nonlinear opticalmediawith greatly suppressed losses [65, 66], and novel approaches for
implementing quantum computers based on the Rydberg blockade have been proposed [67–70].

When applied to atomic ensembles instead of small numbers of individual atoms, the Rydberg blockade
leads to the creation of Rydberg superatoms, where a large number of atoms share a single Rydberg excitation
[16] and undergo collectively enhanced Rabi oscillations when driven by external fields [30, 32, 33, 47]. From a
quantumoptical viewpoint, a Rydberg superatom acts as a single two-level quantum emitter with a collectively
enhanced coupling to the forward direction of the excitation fieldmode [71, 72], which has been exploited for
highly efficient single-photon generation [71], entanglement generation between light and atomic excitations
[73] and as a collectively encoded qubit [74–76]. Furthermore, the single-photon generation scheme has been
successfully implemented in a room-temperature atomic vapor cell [77]. To account for the internal structure of
the collective excitation, an additional set of dark states which do not couple to the driving light but can couple to
the single bright state through dephasing processesmust be included [78]. For large number of atomsN
composing a single superatom, the collective enhancement of the coupling can become sufficiently strong so
that the interaction of individual photonswith this artificial emitter can be studied in free-spacewithout any
resonator orwaveguide structures to enhance the atom-light interaction [72, 79].

Employing Rydberg superatoms tomanipulate optical photons is intricately related to Rydberg polaritons,
where theRydberg interactions in atomic gases aremapped onto photons bymeans of electromagnetically
induced transparency (EIT) [3, 80] to realize few-photon optical nonlinearities [2, 81–86]. Rydberg polaritons
have been exploited to realize single-photon all-optical switches [87] and transistors [88–90], interaction-
induced phase shifts [91–93], conditioned single-photon deflection [94] andmost spectacularly to implement a
full two-photon quantumgate [4]. Additionally, Rydberg EIT provides access to novel phenomena such as
attractive interaction between single photons [95], crystallization of photons [96], or photonic scattering
resonances [97].

More recently, efforts directed at exploring Rydberg superatom systems containedwithin optical cavities
[98–100] have increased.One particular direction being explored focuses on creating a qubit that can be
addressed individually. In this approach a single superatom is used to ensure that, atmost, one excitation can be
produced in the system and preventing the accidental excitation of a secondary qubit [101–105]. The cavity
enhances the superatom-photon couplingwhich, together with the collective enhancement due to the blockade,
allows coherent control and faithfulmeasurement of the superatomqubit [102, 103]. The superatom-cavity
approach hasmade it feasible to implement new types of quantumgates for optical photons [105], build sources
of non-classical states of light [104, 106], engineer novel quantummatter [107], and even realize topological
states of light [108] that were previously only observed in solid-state electron systems.

In this tutorial, we discuss the basic aspects of a single Rydberg superatom, formed by a large number of
three-level atoms,N, all within a fully blockaded volume driven by aweak probe and strong control laser fields.
We review the theoretical steps that showhow this systemofN three-level atoms can be reduced to a single
effective two-level system. Thenwe proceed to discuss the interaction of this single superatomwith a quantized
lightmode. Finally, we briefly review two quantumoptical applications of a single superatom, namely single-
photon generation and single-photon subtraction.
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2. Theoretical description of the superatom

In the followingwe consider an ensemble ofN three-level atoms, which is addressed by two laserfields. For
convenience the three atomic states involvedwill be abbreviated by |g〉 for the ground state, |e〉 for the
intermediate state, and |r〉 for the Rydberg state. The Rabi frequencies will for nowbe assumed to be constant in
time and labeled W = g Rp in0 andΩc for the transitions |g〉↔ |e〉 and |e〉↔ |r〉 respectively, figure 1(b). The
Rabi frequency on the lower transition is determined by a coupling constant g0, given by the spatial geometry of
the probefield and the incoming photonflux ;in we consider the upper transition to be driven by classical light.
We also consider a decay from |e〉 to |g〉with rateΓe.

In order to get an understanding of the interesting physics that are enabled by collective effects of interacting
Rydberg atoms, it is convenient to summarize the essential features of the Rydberg blockademechanism.

Atoms in the Rydberg state |r〉 interact strongly with each other, the strong interaction arises from the long-
wavelength dipole-dipole interactions between their constituents [9, 12, 13, 16].When the atoms are far enough
apart, such that their electronic wavefunctions do not overlap [109] the interaction energy can bewritten as a
multipole expansion. This interaction-Hamiltonianmodifies the energy level of a pair of atoms in the state |rr〉
and depends on the distanceR between the atomicwavefunctions, thus the interaction potentialsmay be
calculated as a function ofR employing the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Depending on the detailed level
structure of the atompair their interaction can be approximated for sufficiently large separationsR to have a
1/R3 or a 1/R6 dependence [12]. Nonetheless, the exact shape of the potential is of little relevance to understand
the blockade effect we are interested in. For concreteness wewill consider themost common case in
experiments, where the energy of a pair of atoms in the Rydberg state has the formV(R)= C6/R

6 as in
figure 1(d). Here,C6 reflects the strength of the interaction. For two atoms at a distanceR the two laserfields will
excite both atoms only, if they are further separated than the blockade radius = W -R CB eff 6

1 6( ) ,ÿ is the
reduced Planck constant andΩeff is the effective excitation bandwidth between the ground state and the Rydberg
state of the system. As theC6∝ n11 coefficient scales dramatically with the principal quantumnumber n, the
blockade radius enablesmesoscopic distances to be bridged. E.g. for a 87 Rb atom in the state |121S1/2,mJ= 1/2〉
and the effective Rabi frequency reported in [110], the blockade radius isRB≈ 17 μm.

Having amechanism available that effectively prevents the simultaneous excitation ofmultiple Rydberg
atomswithin the blockade volume p=V R4 3B B

3 , allows for the creation of highly entangled collective quantum
states inside this volume. The specific setupwewant to consider is a cold, but not quantum-degenerate, cloud of
atoms that is well smaller than the blockade volume,figure 1(a). Thus only a single Rydberg atom can be present
in the entire ensemble. If the cloud is collectively addressed, the single allowed excitation is distributed among all
constituents.

The objective of this section is to detail the interaction of a Rydberg superatomwith a free-spaceGaussian
mode and to understand how the strong coupling to theRydberg level with a few-photon field comes about. For

Figure 1. (a)Experimental scheme for preparation and addressing of a Rydberg superatom. The tightly confined cloud resides within
an optical dipole trap confining it to a volume smaller thanVB, the controlfield is diverted from the photon countingmodules
detecting the transmitted photon field. (b) Level scheme of a single atom. The atom is addressedwith two laser beams, coupling the |g〉
to |r〉 via the intermediate state |e〉. (c)Collective levels of the Rydberg superatom. The collective ground state is coherently coupled to
the collective excited state, which is incoherently coupled to themanifold of dark states. (d) Interaction energy for a pair of atoms as a
function of interatomic distanceR. At distances smaller thanRB the interaction detunes the energy level |rr〉 from the excitation lasers
so that a second excitation cannot occur.

3
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an atom to strongly couple to a photon in free space thefigure ofmerit is the line-width or scattering rate of a
given transition. For the alkali atoms, the transitions from ground to the first-excited states (also known asD-
lines) are the strongest [111], yet they do not connect to Rydberg states. Therefore the excitation to the Rydberg
state is done via a two-photon-transitionwith the aid of an intermediate state.We begin by showing in 2.1 that
by choosing appropriate parameters, the intermediate state is never significantly populated, therefore irrelevant
for the dynamics of the individual atoms, and can be removed from the description through so-called ‘adiabatic
elimination’. This is followed by section 2.2wherewe begin describing the interaction of an atomic cloudwith a
single plane-wave photon andfinally turn our attention to consider aGaussianmode.

2.1. Adiabatic elimination of the single-atom intermediate state
Excitation to a Rydberg state is often done via an intermediate state as infigure 1(b), since it can enable larger
coupling compared to a direct transition e.g. in theUV-range of the spectrum. For example, in 87Rb atoms, the
ground state |5S1/2, F= 2,mF= 2〉 can be coupled via the intermediate state |5P3/2, F= 3,mF= 3〉 to any nS or
nDRydberg state [10]. This offers the opportunity to utilize the large dipolematrix element of theD2-line in
alkali atoms and compensate for the smaller transition probability to the Rydberg state with an increased Rabi-
frequency, via high power lasers, on the transition from the intermediate to the Rydberg state. Aswill be shown
below, The higher Rabi frequencyΩc of the upper transition does not only increase the coupling but also the
decay via the intermediate state. A direct transition via highly energetic UV-photons to a nPRydberg state offers
lessflexibility as the effective Rabi frequency cannot be adjusted via the intermediate state detuningΔ.
Additionally, building optical arrangements toworkwithUV ismore challenging than for light that falls within
the visible spectrum.

When there is no cavity orwaveguidemodifying themode structure of the electromagnetic field allfields
correspond tomodes in free space. The coherent evolution of the three levels within the rotatingwave
approximation in the rotating frame can then be described by theHamiltonian

d

=

W

W -D W

W -

H

0 2 0

2 2

0 2

, 1L

p

p c

c

3 
⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟

( )*

*

whereΔ= ωp− (Ee− Eg)/ÿ is the detuning for the transition from |g〉 to |e〉,
δ= ωp+ ωc− (Ee− Eg)/ÿ− (Er− Ee)ÿ is the two-photon detuning andΩp,Ωc are the Rabi frequencies for the
lower and upper transitions respectively as infigure 1(b). The time-evolution governed by thisHamiltonian for
any state

Y = ñ + ñ + ñt c t g c t e c t r 2g e r( ) ( )∣ ( )∣ ( )∣ ( )

where |g〉, |e〉 and |r〉 are time-independent state vectors, is determined by the Schrödinger equationwhich yields
three coupled differential equations for the coefficients

¶ =
W

i c t c t
2

3t g
p

e( ) ( ) ( )

¶ = -D + W + Wi c t c t c t c t
1

2
4t e e c r p g( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( )*

d¶ = - +
W

i c t c t c t
2

. 5t r r
c

e( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
*

If the laser-fields are sufficiently far detuned from the intermediate state, i.e.Δ?Ωp,Ωc, and the two
photon detuning δ is small, the intermediate state almost immediately follows all dynamics, such that it always
equilibrates compared to the timescale of the other, slower dynamics. The two resulting timescales allow for
separation of the fast and slow dynamics, which is commonly referred to as adiabatic elimination. In the
aforementioned limit of large detuning the dynamics of the intermediate state correspond to high frequency
oscillations with small amplitude, compared to slower oscillations occurring for |g〉 and |r〉. For sufficiently large
detuning the dynamics of the intermediate state can thus be eliminated, as it does not influence the dynamics of
interest, i.e. the evolution of |g〉 and |r〉.

This can be seen by considering the dynamics related to two sub-spaces: one defined by the projector P= |g〉
〈g|+ |r〉〈r| involving the states that participate in the dynamics of interest, occurring on a slow timescale
compared to the fast dynamics of theHamiltonianH, and its complementary subspace given by the projector
Q= |e〉〈e| such that the sumof the subspaces describes the entire system and therefore P+Q= 1. The
eigenvalues ofQHQ are widely separated from those ofPHP, and the coupling between the two subspaces is
small compared to the eigenvalues ofQHQ [112]. Starting from the Schrödinger equation onefinds

¶ + Y = + + Yi P Q t P Q H P Q t 6t ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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¶ Y = Y + Yi P t PHP P t PHQ Q t 7t ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( )
¶ Y = Y + Yi Q t QHP P t QHQ Q t , 8t ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( )

where the last two equations are obtained bymultiplyingwithP andQ respectively and usingP2= P and
Q2=Q. If the systemnow starts from PΨ(t), since the interaction between the subspaces is weak, thewave
function ofQΨ(t)will not change significantly. Therefore setting∂tQΨ(t)= 0 is justified, which results in [112]

¶ Y = Y - Y-i P t PHP P t PHQ QHQ QHP P t . 9t
1( ( )) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( )) ( )

Applying this toH3Lmeans setting∂tce(t)= 0, solving for ce(t) and replacing it in the remaining equations to
obtain [113]
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The dynamics of this system correspond to an effective two-level systemwhere the levels are coupled by a driving
fieldwith Rabi frequencyΩeff=ΩpΩc/(4Δ) and effective detuning d d= + W - W D4p ceff

2 2(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ) ( ). The
intermediate state’s population, when solving the full equations, is small at all times and thus does not contribute
significantly to the dynamics.

Considering the problem from an experimental point of view, each atom, thoughwell controlled, cannot be
perfectly isolated and thus decays due to its coupling to the environment. The previous treatment did not
include any decay channels of the individual excited states. Even though the population in |e〉 is negligible, it still
contributes to the decay of |r〉. The state |r〉 is a long-lived Rydberg state whereas the intermediate state |e〉
exhibits a non-negligible decay rateΓe. Thus the contribution of |e〉 to |r〉 due to the large Rabi frequency of the
couplingfieldΩc between |e〉 and |r〉, leads to a decay channel for the Rydberg state. The admixture can be
calculated by either diagonalizing theHamiltonianH3L and approximating the eigenstates forΩp,Ωc, δ=Δ, or
calculated directly with first order perturbation theory and considering δ=Δ, which gives

¢ñ » ñ +
W
D

ñr r e
2

. 12c∣ ∣ ∣ ( )

This results in an effective decay rateΓeff of the population in |r〉 due to the admixture of |e〉 and it’s decay to |g〉
with rateΓe given by

G =
W
D

G
2

. 13c
eff

2

2 e( )
( )

The linewidth of the coupled system can in principle be as narrow as the linewidth of the uppermost excited
state, for W D 1c∣ ∣  .When utilizing a strong effective Rabi frequency, the effective decay rate often provides
the dominant term compared to the bare Rydberg lifetime.

2.2. Collective excitation and emission
As discussed earlier, once an atomic ensemble is smaller than the blockaded volume, it can only host a single
Rydberg excitation. In this sectionwewant to discuss the cooperative effects resulting from the Rydberg
blockade. In the following the case of a single photon interfacing a large ensemble of emitters will be investigated.
This setting is also discussed in great detail in [114–119]. Amore extensive treatment can be found in [120, 121]
also includingmultiple photonswithout blockade.

The reduction to consider only a single photon addressing an ensemble of atoms is done in order to simplify
the setting and illustrate themain consequences. In the presence of an interactionmechanism (e.g. Rydberg
blockade), that preventsmultiple excitationswithin the ensemble, alsomultiple photons are only scattered one
at a time. Therefore first considering only a single photon interactingwith the cloudwill illustrate themain
features of the system.Note that this description cannot include stimulated emission as this is amulti-photon
effect.

The operator describing the interaction of an atomic cloudwith an incident planewave electric field is given
by the sumof all single atomoperators [118]

å

å
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( )
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† †

whereσj= |g〉j〈r|j is the single atomoperator relaxing atom j from the excited to the ground state and ak0
the

annihilation operator of a photon inmode k0 with frequency n = c k0 0∣ ∣. The atomic energy difference between
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ground andRydberg state is ÿω0 and g0 describes the coupling strength of the atomwith the plane-wavemode.
The potentialVi,j accounts for the Rydberg-Rydberg interaction preventing the simultaneous excitation of two

atoms, it justifies á ñg a a Vi jk k0 ,0 0
 †  for any combination of i, j, embodying the fact that the atomic cloud is

smaller than theRydberg blockade for any driving field of interest. The interaction potential will not be of further
interest in this section.

Once a photon inmode k0 has interactedwith the cloud of atoms in the initial state |G〉= |g1, g2,K,gN〉 and
has been absorbed by themedium, the time evolution can be approximated for short times by expanding the
evolution operator, where  denotes the time ordering operator, [118]
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Looking at the evolution of the ground state under the evolution of this operator reveals that the cloudwill be in
a time-dependent superposition of the ground and a collectively excited state
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The collective bright state, also called swept gain ‘timed’Dicke state [117, 119],

åñ = ¼ ¼ ñW
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shows the collective excitation, which is delocalized among all constituents. The atoms do not couple
individually to the lightfield but rather in a collectivemanner. Evaluating

á á ñ ñ =W V t G N g0 1 18k 00 ∣ ∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )

shows that the coupling strength to exactly themode k0 is enhanced by a factor of N . After excitation to the
bright state the systemwill start to relax back to the ground state again, this decay is described by the coupling of
each atom to free-space, i.e. all available photon-modes. TheHamiltonian for this process in the rotatingwave
approximation then reads [118, 122]
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where gk is the coupling strength of the atom tomode k. This formof theHamiltonian allows to treat the decay of
every atom individually. The time-evolution for the collectively excited state will then be given by [117–119]
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where gj
† describes the spontaneous emission process of a photon from atom j intomode k, andΓ is the

Weisskopf–Wigner spontaneous emission rate. In the last step the long time limit τ→∞ is taken. For details of
the derivation ofUW

j( ) consult [122, 123]. In contrast to spontaneous emission from a single atom, the photon
field arising from the decay of the bright state |W〉, is not uniformly distributed, but highly directed
[114, 118, 119]. This can be seen by further investigating the process inwhich the excitation in |W〉 is converted
to a photon inmode k. The outgoing photon state is given by
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For the last step the atomic cloud is assumed to have a fairly high number density, such that the summation over j
can be calculated as an integral as follows
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whereV is the volume of the atomicmedium. The incoming photon thus dictates the direction for emission of
the outgoing photonfield due to the fact that all atoms inherit the incoming photon’s phase relation.
Furthermore, not only the excitation but also the emission process is collectively enhanced and the atomdecays
≈N times faster; note that the emission rate into all other directions is still lower bounded by the single atom
decay rateΓ [117]. The previous assumption of a fairly high number density implies that the sample exhibits a
significant optical depth, thus the photon amplitudewould exhibit an exponential decrease as it traverses the
atomic cloud, and thus not all atomswould contribute equally to the bright state [117]. Thismeans that the
bright statewould not be the only one being excited by the photon absorption, and other subradiant or dark
states get excited [117]. These states have also only a single Rydberg excitation and are thus also affected by the
Rydberg blockade. The dark states ñ =

-Dj j
N

1
1{∣ } , if neglecting virtual photon processes [117, 124], do not couple to

the photonfield and thus decay slowly compared to the |W〉while the single atomdecay still acts as a lower
bound to the decay rate. The exact nature of the dark states, is ofminor relevance here, and the coupling between
the bright and dark states will be considered as an additional dephasingmechanism in the following. The
dephasing into the dark statemanifold in a cold atom experiment setting arises partly from inhomogenities of
the trapping potential and thermalmotion but also from virtual exchange processes [124]. In fact, to precisely
model the decay dynamics of a real superatom the couplingwith subradiant states due to virtual exchange of
photonsmust be accounted for [125].

2.3. Enhanced emission intoGaussianmode
Having discussed the toy-model case of a single photon and a frozen gas, wewill now try to connect this system
to amore physical picture, and introduce amodel resembling an experimental settingmore closely where the
atoms are trapped in an harmonic trap and coupled to a propagatingGaussianmode, see also [72].

The atomic cloud is assumed to be a thermal, non-quantum-degenerate gas, such that it is uncorrelated on a
wavelength comparable to the light’s wavelengthλ. The cloudwill be assumed to be described by a transverse
extentσr, and an axial extentσz along the propagation direction of the photon field. The atomic cloud can be
described by thefield operators Y rg( )† , creating a ground state |g〉 atomat position r, and Y rr( )† , creating a

Rydberg atom |r〉 at position r. Their commutation relations are d dY Y ¢ = - ¢s s ss¢ ¢r r r r,[ ( ) ( )] ( )† and

Y Y ¢ = Y Y ¢ =s s s s¢ ¢r r r r, , 0[ ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( )]† † withσ ä {g, r}.
The ground state of the atomic system is then given by ñ =  Y ñ=G N r1 0i

N
g i1∣ ! ( )∣† . The atomic

distribution is randomly distributed such that the averaged ground state density is

s s
= áá Y Y ññ = - -

+
n G G n

z x y
r r r exp

2 2
, 26g g

z r
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2

2

2 2
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⎝

⎞
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( ) ∣ ( ) ( )∣ ( )†

where 〈L〉dis denotes the ensemble average overmany experimental realizations. In order to describe the
process of an excitation of an atom from the ground to the Rydberg state at position r, we introduce the
operators = Y Y+S r r rr g( ) ( ) ( )† and = Y Y-S r r rg r( ) ( ) ( )† for the transition from theRydberg state to the ground
state. The commutator of these operators satisfies

d¢ = - ¢ Y Y - Y Y- +S Sr r r r r r r r, . 27g g r r[ ( ) ( )] ( )( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )) ( )† †

ThemicroscopicHamiltonian describing the coupling of the propagating lightfield to the atomic cloudwithin
the dipole and rotating-wave approximation is then described by

ò òp
w= + ++ -H a a g S S

q
r r r r r

d

2
d . 28q q q3 0  

( )
[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )] ( )† †

Here, g0 describes the dipolematrix element for the transition. The electric field operator reads

òå p
=

m

mc a er
qd

2
, 29i

q q
q r

3
( )

( )
( )·

with w p=m mc i p2q q q · being the normalization and influence of the polarization m
q . In contrast to the

discussion above, the incoming field is not assumed to be a planewave but aGaussian beam that propagates
along the z directionwith a beamwaistw0 and polarization parallel to the direction of the dipole p. At the focal
point, theGaussian beamhas a transversemode area p=A w 20

2 . As discussed above, the state that can be
addressed by the laser field is the bright state |W〉, where only a single atom is excited. In contrast to the case of an
incoming planewave, for an arbitrary incoming fieldwithmode function u(r), the bright state reads

òñ = ñ+W
N

u S Gr r r
1

d , 30∣ ( ) ( )∣ ( )
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whereN describes the number of atomoverlappingwith the incoming photon field,

ò= á Y Y ñN u G Gr r r rd . 31g g
2∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( ) ( )∣ ( )†

The exact number of atoms contributing to the overlapwill depend on the specific realization, yet on average, the
numberfluctuations for the randomdistributionwill be suppressed asD µN N N1¯ ¯ , where N̄ denotes the
mean number of atoms contributing to the superatom. In an experimental realization [72], the average number
of particles was≈104 such that thosefluctuationsmay be neglected. For theGaussian density distribution
equation (26)withwidthsσz andσr, thefield density of the propagatingGaussianmode in the experimentally
relevant regimewhereλ= w0,σz andw0= σr, can bewell approximated by = - +u x y wr exp 22 2 2

0
2∣ ( )∣ ( ( ) )

and the average number of particles contributing to the superatom is

ò
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2
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2
3 2
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2

0 0¯ ∣ ( )∣ ( ) ( ) ( )

Next, we show that the emission rate of the state |W〉 is enhanced for the emission into themode u(r). As afirst
step, we determine the rate for the emission into amodewithmomentum q and polarizationμwithin Fermi’s
GoldenRule, which reads
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where = á Y Y ñn G Gr r rg g g( ) ∣ ( ) ( )∣† . Since the positions of the atoms are randomand fluctuate within each
experimental realization, we have to average this quantity leading to

G = áG ñm m 34q q, , dis¯ ( )
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In order to calculate the correlator, we use the general property

dá ¢ ñ = ¢ ¢ + - ¢n n g n n nr r r r r r r r r, , 36g g g g gdis
2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )

where g(2) is the two-body correlation function of the atoms. For a thermal gas well above quantumdegeneracy
and atoms that are randomly distributedwithin the trap, the atoms are uncorrelated on distances comparable to
the optical wavelength andwe can approximate g(2)=1 in the limit of a large number of atoms. Thus, the
averaged emission rate from the state |W〉 into amodewithmomentum q and polarizationμ is given by
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·

Thefirst term gives rise to the standard spontaneous decay rate wG = g c4 3
0
2 3 3( ) of every individual atom

which is randomly directed into anymode q, this contributes an incoherent process. The second term
characterizes the collective enhancement of the decay into a specificmode, corresponding to a scenario as
described in [72], where thewavelengthλ ismuch shorter than the transverse beamwaistw0, or the extent of the
cloud. Then, the collective decay only provides significant contributions formomenta in the forward direction
with an angle

q
l
pw

sin , 382
2

0
2

( )

corresponding to the opening angle of aGaussian beam. This result suggests to calculate the emission rate into
the forward propagatingmode u(r), whichwemight approximate as » - +u x y w ikzr exp exp2 2

0
2( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) for

the experimentally relevant parameter regime. In addition, we assume thismode to have a polarization aligned
with the atomic dipole p. This leads to
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In the following, we can approximate + »N N1¯ ¯ . For a transverse width of the atomic distributionσr� w0,
transitions into higher Gaussianmodes are possible. Furthermore, the emission rate into the backward
propagatingGaussianmodewithmomentum−k reduces to the incoherent contribution as the influence of the
second term in the bracket of equation (37) is exponentially suppressed by p s l-exp 8 z

2 2 2( ) for an atomic
distribution that is smooth compared to thewavelength of the incoming probe beam.

The coupling strength of the photonfield and superatom can thus bewritten as

k
p w l

p
= = =
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8 3

2
. 41col

0
2 2



¯ ¯
( )

This coupling strength shows that a reduction to a two-level system is possible even in the case where the photon
field is aGaussian beamand not amore idealized planewave. For the experimental parameters used in [72], and
accounting for the change in coupling constant due to adiabatic elimination by = W Dg g 2ccol

eff
col an effective

collective coupling constant in the order of m m» -g 1 s s
col
eff 1 was obtained. To put this in terms of an effective

angular Rabi frequency the rate of photons impinging on the atoms (in units ofμs−1) should be considered to
calculate W = gcol

eff
col
eff  . In the previous discussion, we assumed a constant number of atoms interactingwith

theGaussianmode.However, in some situations, this numbermay varywith time, leading to a time-varying
effective coupling strength [126].

In the following, wewill investigate the effects of strongly coupling to a few-photon propagating lightfield.

3. Free-spaceQEDwithRydberg superatoms

One important aspect of the collectively enhanced coupling to one forward propagatingmode is that the effects
of atom-light interaction can already be observed on the single- to few-photon level.

3.1.Derivation of themaster equation
In order to derive themaster equation that describes the dynamics of the superatom alone, we start with the
Hamiltonian of a single two-level system coupled to a quantized light field in one dimension given by

ò p
k s s= + +H

dk
ck a a E E

2
0 0 . 42k k GW GW  ( ( ) ( ) ) ( )† † †

In this expression, ak
(†) denotes the annihilation (creation) operators of the photonic field, k = g 2col is the

collectively enhanced coupling strength to the forward propagatingmode, òp=E x c dk e a2 ikx
k( ) [ ( )] is the

electric field operatormeasured in photons time , andσαβ= |α〉〈β|. In equation (42) the dynamics of an
ensemble of atoms ismodeled as a single point-like, two-level system forwhich the collectively enhanced
emission into a preferredmode is captured by the parameterκ. The derivation of themaster equation uses
methods described in standard textbooks [127] and used in publications on atom-light coupling in one-
dimensional waveguides (see e.g. [128, 129]).When a probe photon has passed through the system, it irreversibly
leaves such thatwe can solve and trace out the time dependence of the photonic part, leaving uswith the effective
dynamics of the atomic degrees of freedom.

TheHeisenberg equations ofmotion for the photonicfield operators are

k s¶ = - = - -a t
i

a t H ick a t i c t, . 43t k k k GW


( ) [ ( ) ] ( ) ( ) ( )

This equation can be formally integrated and connects the outgoing electric field to the operatorσGW that
describes the coherence of the superatom:

òk s= -- - -a t e a t i c ds e s . 44k
ick t t

k
t

t
ick s t

GW0
0

0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

Here, t0 denotes the initial time forwhich the incoming photon field has not yet reached the superatom. In the
following, we can assume t0= 0without the loss of generality. Equation (44) leads to the useful relation between
the outgoing electric field and the dynamics of the coherence of the superatom,
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Here,E0 denotes the non-interacting electric field operator and θ(x) is theHeaviside functionwith the definition
that θ(0)= 1/2. If the incoming photonfield is in a coherent state, the non-interacting electric field operator
may be replaced by its expectation valueα(t)≡ 〈E0(ct)〉, which characterizes the incoming photon
rate a= tin

2 ∣ ( )∣ .
TheHeisenberg equation ofmotion for an arbitrary operatorO that acts on the atomic degrees of freedom

only is

k a s a s
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s s s s
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Using the relation r¶ á ñ = ¶O t O tTrt t( ) { ( )}with the reduced densitymatrix of the atomic system ρ, the
dynamics of ρ(t) are described by themaster equation

r r k s r¶ = - +t
i

H t t t, , 47t GW0


( ) [ ( ) ( )] [ ] ( ) ( )

where k a s a s= +H t t t tGW GW0 ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ) )†* describes the coherent evolution under the driving of a
(classical) lightfield originating from the non-interacting part of the electric field operator and the Lindblad
dissipator s r srs s sr rs s= - +1

2
[ ] ( )† † † accounts for the dissipation due to the collectively enhanced

spontaneous emission into the forward directionwith rateκ. The same result can be obtained by applying the
Mollow transformation to theHamiltonian from equation (42) [130] and deriving theHeisenberg equations of
motion for the transformedHamiltonian.

Until now, only the enhanced spontaneous emission into the forward propagatingmode has been taken into
account while the superatom can also decay into transverse photonicmodes (cf section 2.2). The decay rate of
this process is still given by the standard single-atom emission rateΓ in free space. Furthermore, the bright state |
W〉will dephase into themanifold of dark states ñ =

-Dj j
N

1
1{∣ } due toDoppler shifts of the atoms aswell as

inhomogeneous shifts of the Rydberg state level and residual interactions between individual atomsmediated by
virtual photons (resonant dipole-dipole interactions) [114, 120, 121, 128, 131]. The dark states decay into the
ground state by incoherent emission of photonswith rateΓ. The incoherent effects discussed above are included
into themaster equation (47) phenomenologically, leading to

r r k s r g s r

s r

¶ = - + + G +

+ G

t
i

H t t t t

t

,

, 48

t GW D WD

GD
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( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( ) [ ] ( ) [ ] ( )

[ ] ( ) ( )

where γD denotes the loss rate associatedwith the dephasing of the state |W〉 into themanifold of dark states
ñ =

-Dj j
N

1
1{∣ } , cffigure 1(c). Since the specifics of the dark state is irrelevant, some ’dummy’ dark state |D〉

representing thewholemanifold is chosen.Note that here the dephasing is treated like a decaymechanismwhich
reproduces the experimental results verywell (see below). However, amore detailed analysis of the influence of
the resonant dipole-dipole interactions for an atomic cloud coupled to a propagating lightmode in one
dimension shows that this gives rise to non-trivial dynamics [132].

Themaster equation (48) can nowbe used to simulate the dynamics of the coupled systemof photons and
the superatom. Togetherwith the relation between outgoing and incoming field (45), it provides the basis for
calculating expectation values and correlation functions. Defining the retarded time s= t− x/c, the outgoing
photonflux can be computed as

a k s s

k a s a s

á ñ = + á ñ

- á ñ - á ñ

E s E s s s s

i s s s s . 49
GW GW

GW GW

2( ) ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( ) ( )
[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ] ( )

† †

†*

In the superatom setup, the strong directional emission into the samemode that was used for excitation
provides a natural waveguide systemwithout the need for any additional structures confining the lightfield
resulting in so-called ‘waveguideQEDwithout awaveguide’ [8]. This can also be quantified using theβ-factor
which specifies the emission rate into thewaveguide compared to the total emission rate,β= κ/(κ+ Γ). In a
recent experiment [72],β= 0.86was reported. However, this definition of theβ-factor does not take into
account the non-radiative contributions from the dephasing into the dark states whichwe can also interpret as
an emission that is not into thewaveguide. Definingβcoh= κ/(κ+ γD+ Γ) as ameasure of the ratio between
the emission into thewaveguide and the total losses, the experimental parameters result inβcoh≈ 0.23.
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3.2.Dynamical phase diagram
The essential physics of the single superatom interactingwith the propagating lightmode is best understood
when neglecting all internal dephasingmechanisms and incoherent spontaneous emission processes. Then, the
dynamics of the system are given in terms of themaster equation (47). It is important to note that the driving
strength and the decay are not independent of each other and increasing the coupling of the photons to the
superatom inevitably leads to an increased emission rate in thismodel. Note that this is in contrast to cavityQED
where the coupling of the emitter to the lightfield can be tuned independently from its decay and thus a genuine
strong coupling regimewithRabi oscillations exists. In the case of a constant input pulse of some length τwith a
constant photon rate |α|2, themaster equation can be solved analytically and the occupation of the Rydberg
level, given by the component ρ22 of the densitymatrix, is

r
k a

k k a
k

=
+

-
W

W + W - k
t t t e

4

8
1

3

4
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2

2 2
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⎤
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( ) ∣ ∣
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( ) ( ) ( )

with the effective Rabi frequency k aW = - k4eff
2

4

2( )∣ ∣ . The interplay between the driving strength and

decay is then best studied by introducing the dimensionless coupling constant

l kt= 51( )

and themean photon number per pulse

ò a=N dt t , 522¯ ∣ ( )∣ ( )

and the physics can be cast into the dynamical phase diagram shown infigure 2, where the visibility of the Rabi
oscillations is plotted.One can distinguish three different regimes: the overdamped regime, where the decay
exceeds the driving and noRabi oscillations occur, theweak driving regime, where the driving exceeds the decay
but is not strong enough to drive Rabi oscillations, and finally the regime in between, where it is possible to
observe intrinsically dampedRabi oscillations.. The boundary between the intermediate regime, where Rabi
oscillations are visible and the overdamped regime is defined by the critical coupling strength forwhich the
effective Rabi frequency becomes imaginary. In terms of the dimensionless quantitiesλ and N̄ , this occurs for

Figure 2.Dynamical phase diagramof a driven atom in free space. (Bottompanel)The phase diagram shows the visibility of Rabi
oscillations in the outgoing field, defined as r r- = ¥t t tmax t WW WW0 [ ( )] ( )  , of an ideal (Γ = γD = 0) two-level systemdriven by
a propagating light field. In contrast to cavityQED, the coupling of the photons to the atomand their decay are not independent in
free-space andwaveguideQED. For a large coupling to the propagatingmode (λ = κτ ? 1), the enhanced emission into thismode
results in an overdamped system,where the number of photons required to observe Rabi oscillations increases with the coupling
strength. Forλ = 1, a large number of photons is required to drive the systemwith aπ-pulse, defining a crossover (dashed line)
between the regime of dampedRabi oscillations and theweak driving regime at lowermean photon number. (Top panels)Examples
of the variation of the Rydberg population (pRyd, blue) and the relativemodulation of the intensity of the driving field, (ΔI/
I0 = (Iin − Iout)/Iin, orange). The pulse shape of the incoming driving field is shown in shaded gray.
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l >
N

64
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¯
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In this regime, every photon excites the atombut the atom also decays again very quickly. The outgoing photon
wave packet thus has correlations on a very short length scale∼cτ, while they vanish on larger distances.
Consequently, noRabi oscillations are visible but there is afinite probability for the atom to be excited. On the
other hand, there is a crossover from theweak drive regime to the regime of Rabi oscillations, that can be defined
by the condition thatΩeffτ= π. In the limit of weak coupling,λ= 1, this gives a critical photon number

p
l

=N
4

. 54c

2
¯ ( )

The regimeλ= 1 but lN̄  corresponds to the classical limit, where each photon has only a veryweak
coupling to the atomand thewave function of the photons is not changed. As a consequence, the outgoing
photons are still described by a product state and no correlations between atomand photons occur. In between
those two regimes, whereλ∼ 1, correlations between the photons and the superatomoccur andRabi oscillations
can be observed also for a relatively lownumber of photons. Since the atom can only absorb a photon if it is not
excited, it willmediate an effective interaction between the photons. Note that in the case of spontaneous
emission into othermodes and additional dephasing of the |W〉-state (Γ, γD≠ 0), the overdamped regime also
occurs for weak coupling strength (λ= 1) and lowmean photon number (N 1¯  ).

3.3. Two-photon and three-photon correlations
Asmentioned above, one interesting aspect of the strong optical nonlinearity provided by the superatom is the
presence of an effective photon-photon interaction. The influence of this interaction can be determined by
studying the correlations imprinted onto initially uncorrelated photons, which are in general quantified by the
n-body correlation function [133]
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Unlike the case of the intensity, where the calculation of equal-time correlationswas sufficient, calculating
for example two-point correlation functions involves the determination of unequal-time correlations.

Within themaster equation formalism, it is possible to determine unequal-time correlations using the
quantum regression theorem [134], which in general relies on the Born-Markov approximation. However, in
our systemof interest, where the emitted photons never interact with the atom again, the quantum regression
theorem is indeed exact. This also extends to the case ofmultiple superatoms in an array as long as retardation
effects between the superatoms can be neglected.

Figures 3 and 4 show the experimentallymeasured and numerically calculated two- and three-photon
correlation functions for various input photon rates. One can see that there is a very good qualitative and even
quantitative agreement between experiment and simulations. From the two-photon correlation function, it can
be seen that two photons that are separated by a fewmicroseconds can become entangled due to an effective
photon-photon interactionmediated by the superatom. Consider therefore two photons, the first photon passes
the atomand can either be absorbed or not absorbed by the atom resulting in a coherent superposition of the two
cases. Another photon that passes the atom at a later time can only be absorbed and excite the atom if the first
atomhas not been excitedwhich results in a spatial entanglement of the two photons. Correlations beyond the
duration of the pulse originate from the collective spontaneous emission of single photons after the input pulse
has left the sample which can only occur if the superatomwas in the |W〉 state at the end of the driving pulse.

The effective photon-photon interactionwhich ismediated by theRydberg superatom also gives rise to non-
trivial three-photon correlations [79] as is shown infigure 4. In order to distinguish genuine three-body
correlations from contributions due to two-body correlations, it is necessary to subtract these trivial
contributions via the cumulant expansion. This leads to the definition of the connected part of the three-body
correlation function [135]:

å= + -
<

g s s s g s s s g s s, , 2 , , , . 56
c

i j
i j

3
1 2 3

3
1 2 3

2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )

An important property of g
c

3( ) is that it vanishes if one photon is separated from the other two.While the simple
single-emittermodel captures the physics of the superatom-light interaction and the effective photon-photon
interactionmediated through the superatom verywell, amicroscopic and qualitative understanding of the
origin of these correlations can be gained by studying an idealized setupwhich ignores the additional dephasing
and spontaneous emission of the excited state. It turns out that theHamiltonian from equation (42) is exactly
solvable bymeans of the Bethe ansatz [136–138] and the eigenstates for three photons can be characterized as a
three-photon bound state, a combination of a two-photon bound state and an additional scattering photon and
pure scattering states.While the three-photon bound state provides the dominant contribution to the three-
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photon bunching signal infigure 4, the contributions from the scattering states and the two-photon bound states
are still significant. It has been suggested that, by including an additional level into the dynamics using a driving
field, the effective photon-photon interaction can be tailored from attractive to repulsive [139].

4.Quantumoptics applications of Rydberg superatoms

The strongmatter-light coupling achievable with Rydberg superatoms opens the possibility tomanipulate light
at the single-photon level. Two applications that have been demonstrated so far are the on-demand generation
[71, 77, 140] and the deterministic subtraction [110] of single photons.

Single-photon sources have been implemented either by probabilistically generating photon pairs by
parametric down conversion (PDC) and using one of the photons in the pair to signal the presence of the other
one, or by retrieving a single excitation stored in an atomic,molecular or solid-statemedium [141] for which
achieving stable frequency and narrow linewidth continues to be a challenge. The need for scalability has shifted
the focus to the latter types of sources withwhich a photon can be obtained on demand.While some of these
sources are based on single emitters such as individual atoms, ions,molecules, quantumdots or color centers in
diamondswhere the limited available states of the system constrain it to host only a single quantum, others rely
on atomic ensembles inwhich single-photon emission is obtained by using veryweak pulses of light to initially
store the excitation in the system [142]making them a semi-probabilistic source since the storage time is limited
by atomicmotion.Nonetheless, single-emitter based photon sources usually require the use of some kind of
optical cavity to coerce the emission into the preferredmodewhile alternative schemes suggest the use of
precisely controlled adiabatic passage sequences to transfer an excitation from a single emitter to an extended
atomic ensemble [143]. By implementing single-photon sources with Rydberg superatoms these shortcomings
can be overcome.

Rydberg-superatombased photon sources operate by exploiting the Rydberg blockade to deterministically
store one, and only one, excitation in an atomic ensemble and retrieving the excitation as a photonwhen needed.
The excitation is stored by driving the two-photon transition as shown infigure 5(a). The key factor for the
operation of the single-photon source is that the extent of the atomic cloud fits within the blockade volume so

Figure 3. Second order correlations of the outgoing photonfield. (a) and (b) show the experimentallymeasured two-photon
correlations g(2)(t1, t2) for pulses with a photon rates m= -12.4 sin

1 and m= -2.6 sin
1 . (c) and (d) show the calculated correlation

functions using themaster equation and the quantum regression theorem corresponding to (a) and (b). (e) and (f) show the photon-
rate difference observed in the photon field after traversing the superatom, the gray shaded curve shows the scaled input photon pulse
shape. Figure adapted from [72].
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that only a single excitation is stored. This excitation is stored as the collective superposition of states |W〉 as in
equation (17)which contains themode information of the storagefields. Therefore, when the photon is
retrieved by driving the |r〉→ |e〉 transition it triggers a collective spontaneous emission process on the |e〉→ |g〉

Figure 4.Connected part of the three-photon correlation function. gc
3( ), plotted in Jacobi coordinates: = + +R s s s 31 2 3( ) ,

h = -s s 21 2( ) and z = + -s s s2 3 21 2 3[( ) ]. The experimental results in (a-c) are obtained for input rates m= -3.4 sin
1

(a), m= -6.7 sin
1 (b) and m= -15.2 sin

1 (c). The right row shows the corresponding simulations obtained via themaster
equation and quantum regression theorem.

Figure 5. Single-photon source. (a)An excitation is initially stored by driving the two-photon transition |g〉→ |e〉→ |r〉. The stored
photon is retrieved by turning on the control fieldΩc (b)Experimental results adapted from [71].Measured second-order intensity
correlation function at zero time delay g(2)(0) as a function of the effective principal quantumnumber n* = n − δS of the upper-level |
r〉, with δS the quantumdefect. (Inset)Cross-correlated coincidence countsC12 as a function of time delay for |r〉 = |102S1/2〉. As n

*

increases the ensemble becomes fully blocked limiting the number of storable excitations to one.
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transition into the same opticalmode as the storage light.Moreover, the collective nature of the emission results
in an enhanced decay rate, further localizing the emitted photon temporally [72]. The frequency of the emitted
photons is determined by the atomic transitions and therefore has a precise and stable value in contrast to solid-
state based sources.

The principle of a Rydberg-superatombased single-photon sourcewas first demonstrated byDudin and
Kuzmich in [71] using an ensemble of cold (∼10 μK) 87Rb atoms constrained to be smaller than the blockade
volume by using a tightly focused excitation beam (we= 9 μm) aswell as a 1Doptical lattice to confine the cloud
longitudinally (wl= 15 μm). As shown infigure 5 they observed high-quality single-photon statistics when the
principal quantumnumber of the Rydberg state used n> 90, that is, when theRydberg interaction is large
enough to fully block the entire ensemble.More recently, Ripka et. al. demonstrated [77] a single-photon source
based on the same principle but using a room-temperature atomic vapor as opposed to a cold atomic cloud,
dramatically reducing the complexity of this approach. In their experiment the vapor was contained in awedge-
shaped glassmicro cell. Again, the excitation beamwas tightly focused (we= 1.45 μm) and by translating the cell
perpendicularly to the excitation beam the longitudinal thickness of the addressed atomic ensemblewas
controlled. In thismanner, when reducing the size of the cloud enough, single-photon statistics were also
demonstrated. An important difference between these two cases is the time scale inwhich they operate although
in both, the essential processes are well described by themodel presented in sections 2 and 3.

After the demonstration of Rydberg-based single-photon sources, further researchwas conducted to probe
the indistinguishability of the emitted photons [144, 145] and even to implement a quantumCNOTgate based
on a single-photon source and linear optical elements [146].

Another important application of Rydberg superatoms is themanipulation of lightfields. In particular,
taking advantage of the superatom as a saturable absorber it can be used to deterministically remove individual
photons froma light pulse.However, a single two-level system is not enough to act as a single-photon absorber
since the process of absorption by a ground state atom is just as likely as stimulated emission by an excited one
when a pulse of light passes through. Therefore, amechanism is required to transfer the absorbed excitation to
some other state that does not radiate. As discussed in section 2.2, the collection of dark states ñ =

-Dj j
N

1
1{∣ } is not

coupled to the light but still contains a Rydberg excitation that can block themedium. By engineering fast
dephasing γD from |W〉 into these dark states, an absorbed photon is converted to a stationary Rydberg
excitation preventing stimulated emission caused by the propagating lightmode [78].

The operation of this single photon absorber has been demonstrated byTresp et. al. in [110]. In this work an
atomic cloud (87Rb at 8μK) is confined to a small volume (σr= 10 μm,σz= 6 μm) using a three-beamoptical
dipole trap. The Rydberg state used to ensure a full blockade of the cloudwas |121S1/2,mJ= 1/2〉 for which the
blockade radius is rB≈ 17 μm. Infigure 6 the experimental results are shown, including the shape of the pulses
going into and out of the superatom aswell as the resulting second-order correlation function of the outgoing
light. In thisfigure the experimental results are comparedwith the behaviour simulatedwith the theory
presented in section 3.

When sending coherent pulses through a single photon absorber their photon statistics will be altered.While
the number of photons on the incoming pulses will follow a Poisson distribution forwhich thewidth of the
distribution is proportional to the square root of itsmean, for the outgoing pulses this will not be the case. The
outgoing pulses will have a photonmissingwhile thewidth of the distributionwill stay the same as for the input
statistics which leads to a super-Poissonian behaviour. This contrast with the fact that applying the anihilation
operator on a coherent state leaves it unchaged. This can be understood because the anihilation operator
= å - ñá=

¥a n n n1n 1 ∣ ∣has a different amplitude for removing a photon depending on the photon number
while the photon subtraction operation = å - ñá=

¥s n n1n 1∣ ∣ removes a photon indistinctly for every photon
number state. This fact results in bunching features appearing in the correlation function.

Additionally tomeasuring the photon statistics, it is possible to detect the photon subtraction by other
means. In this system the subtracted photon remains in the atomic cloud as a Rydberg excitation. As the Rydberg
electron is only loosely bound to the atom it can be ionized usingmoderate electric fields and detectedwith high
probability. Then, bymeasuring the ion statistics, the fact that atmost a single photon has been removed from
the incoming light pulse can be verified. Furthermore, a linear array of superatoms can be created to realize
number-resolved photon detection as shownby [147]. As the light passes through the array and is absorbed, each
photon is converted to a Rydberg excitationwhich, by ionizing these atoms, the number of absorbed photons
can be obtained by counting the detected ions.With advanced optical tweezers, the approach could be
generalized to absorb or count large numbers of photons by creating on-demand arrays of superatoms [55].
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5. Summary

This tutorial provided a short framework to illustrate the necessary ingredients required to render a cloud of
individual atoms to function as a collective excitation - the Rydberg superatom. Further it gave an instructive
overview on how to tackle the problemof a single emitter coupled to a propagatingmode. The key features of the
superatom, the directed emission and the collectively enhanced coupling strength, were derived from simple
assumptions and eventually cast into the formof amaster equation describing the coupling of a propagating
photonfield and a single superatom.One important feature of superatoms coupled to propagating photon fields
is the integrability of the system, due to the absence of backaction from the photonicmode; this also holds for
cascaded systems ofmultiple superatoms. The discussed experiments implement key ingredients towardsmore
complex quantumnetworks.

Rydberg superatoms created from free-space ensembles of ultracold atoms are an unexpected
implementation of waveguideQED [8]. Due to the collective nature of the excitation, it is possible to reach
comparatively high coupling efficiencies betweenRydberg superatoms and propagating lightfields and thereby
enablemanipulation of single photons.

This enhanced atom-light coupling has increased attention onRydberg superatoms for purposes within
quantum computation. Thus Rydberg superatoms offers the option of fast preparation, operation, and readout
ofQubits [74, 75]. This scope is also being pursuedwith trappedRydberg atoms, allowing enhanced coherence
times [73, 76].

This recent progress highlights the potential of the strong coupling enabled by Rydberg superatoms to be
exploited in areas beyond nonlinear optics. As such, it is an area of research that deserves attention in the coming
years.

Figure 6. Single-photon absorber. Comparison of the theory presented in section 3with experimentalmeasurements of [110]. (top)
Measured (points) and simulated (solid lines) pulse shapes for 5.65 (a) and 15.76 (b) average input photons. The change of themedium
fromopaque to transparent after the absorption of the first photon leads to a change in the transmitted pulse shape compared to the
pulse sent into themedium (dashed). (bottom)Measured (c) and simulated (d) correlation functions of the outgoing light. The photon
subtraction operation results in the appearance of a bunching feature on the correlations.
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